SHERIFF'S

Inter-Office Memorandum
PALM BEACH COUNTY

TO:

Lieutenant J. Roberson

FROM:

sergeant M. Eisenberg

DATE: 10-28-93

SUBJECT: 1991 Black Jeep Cherokee - Asset #21970
Disciplinary Action for Agent Boyle
The investigation into this incident concluded that Agent
Boyle had a degree of liability for the vehicle's engine
damage. (See Lieutenant Halstead's memo of October 5, 1993.)
As a result of this investigation, on October 7, 1993, Agent
Boyle was suspended from using his regularly assigned PBSO
vehicle (1993 Sonoma pick-up truck).
During the period of
suspended use, Agent Boyle was re-issued another PBSO vehicle
for "on-duty" use only. On October 28, 1993 the 1993 Sonoma
pick-up truck was returned to Agent Boyle along with the
benefit/privilege of off-duty use.
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SUBJECT

SHOP FOREMAN
DAMAGED ENGINE

TO

10/7 /IJJ

On August 8, 1993 a black jeep was towed in for over-heatinl~·
Preliminary trouble shooting indicated a blown head gasket.
After removing the cylinder head we found (2) of the pistons
were melted at the top indicating prolonged driving without
coolant. Driver should have known to pull over and have
vehicle towed in before engine was ruined.
We ended up replacing (3) pistons and a lot of other associated
parts plus a new cylinder head. The vehicle was returned to
service on 9/29/93.
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(Copy of original with order attached).

cc:

,_

c: / )

Lt. Halstedt

SIGNED ------- - - - · ______ . _______ _
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Shop Foreman, Vehicle Main, e nancc

SHERIFF'S
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
PALM BEACH COUNTY
october 5, 1993

TO: Captain Jack Maxwell
FROM: Lieutenant Robert Halstedt
SUBJECT: 1991 Jeep Cherokee, 2 door, Black, Asset 21970

On August 4, 1993, Agent Boyle was given the aforementioned pool
car to drive.
On August 5, 1993, the same pool car was towed to the motor pool
from Southern and Jog. The work order stated it overheated and the
engine quit.
The vehicle remained at the motor pool for approximately three
weeks before service writer Rafael Marquez and mechanic Jack
Herbert removed the spark plugs and water gushed from three
cylinders. Mechanic Herbert tore the engine down and found three
bad pistons, piston rods and cylinders.
He also found severe
scarring on the head, all indicative of severe overheating.
Service writer Marquez examined the hoses and also found evidence
of severe overheating. It was determined 'a water pump malfunction
was the source of the overheating.
I interviewed mechanic Herbert and was shown the damaged parts and
heat scarring.
It was Herbert's opinion, based on his mechanical
experience (6 years with PBSO), that the vehicle overheated when
the water pump let go and the operator continued driving until the
engine seized.
It is also his opinion and that of the Fleet
Manager, James Crowning that the operator would have had many signs
of a serious problem long before the engine seized, including the
temperature gauge going off the scale, severe knocking and severe
and increasing loss of engine power. It is estimated engine power
would have been reduced to 20% by the time the engine seized. The
engine got so hot the cylinder head melted. According to Marquez
th7 op~rator should have observed billowing steam going out the
ta1l p1pe.
The sensors for the temperature gauge were examined and found to r
functioning normally.

-.
After reading Agent Boyle's memo, I see no other reasonable
conclusion that can be drawn other than failure on the part of the
operator to take proper care of this vehicle. The vehicle should
have been parked at the first sign of overheating and a wrecker
called.
Respectfully,

;-~f), /f).+-!CUCJid~
Lieutenant Robert M. Halstedt
cc:

.""

Captain John McGuire
James Crowning, Fleet Manager

SHERIFF'S
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
PALM BEACH COUNTY
September 29, 1993

TO:

L~.

R. HALSTEDT

FROM: AGENT JOHN BOYLE
SUBJECT:

EN~INE

DAMAGE/VEHICLE

On 08/04/93, at approximately 1700 hours, I had the misfortune of signing out a vehicle that was apparently defective
or mis-used prior to this Agent signing the vehicle out.
After signing out the vehicle, I proceeded to Palm Beach
Gardens where the vehicle was stationary, as it was used as a
command post, as Agent Roaf and I conducted a Narcotic purchase
through a Confidential Informant.
Afterwards I proceeded directly to my residence, which is an
estimated eleven (11) miles. After my arrival, shortly afterwards
it was brought to my attention, by my wife that the vehicle was
making what appeared to be a gurgling sound. I then proceeded to
open the hood to check out the sound, from which nothing appeared
to be loose or fragmented.
I also checked the fluids, which no
fluids were exceeding out from the bottom .of the vehicle. This
sound continued for approximately five m~nutes.
On 08/05/93, at approximately 1500 hours, I proceeded to start
the vehicle, where once again I did not notice anything out of the
ordinary as I drove to work.
While driving east on R. D. 80,
(Southern Blvd.) the vehicle began making the gurgling sound as
though water was in the gas. This occurred an estimated 13.4 miles
from my residence.
As I continued driving, no more that .5 miles from the area in
which the gurgling noise took place, the vehicle lost power and
started to discharge a dark cloud of smoke from the exhaust.
I
immediately got into the safety lane, and looked for a safe place
to pull over.
I pulled into the Amoco Station at the intersection of S.R.80
and Jog Road. When I attempted to stop the vehicle, I observed the
temperature light appear, and upon stopping the vehicle I observed
a rust color liquid exceeding from underneath the vehicle. I then
made arrangements to have the vehicle picked up.

It should be noted that its evident that the overall
maintenance of the vehicle (Black Jeep), was not properly
maintained, or who previously signed for the vehicle prior to me
did not report any malfunctions with said vehicle.
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